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A: Complete the sentences with given words. (one word is extra) 
increase/ plain/ injured/ put out/ endanger/ interested/ right 
1. That old man was .................... in the accident. 
2. Destroying jungles and making roads will .................... wildlife. 
3. Gorgan .................... is situated in north-east of Iran. 
4. Don’t forget to .................... the fire when you leave.  
5. We need to .................... the number of our workers from 30 to 50. 
6. My father is really .................... in visiting new places. 
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B: One odd out. 
7. Panda/ tiger/ leopard/ cheetah 
8. die out/ save/ protect/ care 
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C: Complete the sentences with your knowledge. 
9. You should pay .................... to what your teacher is saying. 
10. I went to Golestan .................... last year. 
11. I’m very tired. Can you go shopping .................... of me. 
12. Zebra is a .................... animal. 
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D: Match column A and B. (one is extra) 
A B 

13. Are these endangered animals? (   ) a. In the museum of Nature and wild life. 
14. Excuse me. What is it? (   ) b. We are going to protect their home. 
15. What is your plan? (   ) c. Yes but The number will increase.  
16. Where does he work? (   ) d. No, only fifty of them are alive 

e. It’s an Iranian cheetah.  
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E: Cloze test. 
Panda are bears. There are not many pandas .................... (17) in the wild. They are 
endangered. They live only in a small .................... (18) of China. A country in Asia. You 
can .................... (19) pandas in a zoo. They are white with black legs. They have short tails. 
Pandas weigh about 90 kilograms. They eat a .................... (20) called bamboo. 

17.1) working 2) saving 3) living 4) leaving 
18.1) building 2) life 3) road 4) part 
19.1) help 2) see 3) hope 4) hunt 
20.1) plant 2) plain 3) planet 4) plane 
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F: Choose the best answer. 
21. we should take care of animals and their .................... homes like jungles, deserts, … 

a) natural b) golden c) wooden d) national 
22. She .................... her hands when she fell off the stairs. 

a) made b) saved c) heard d) hurt 
23. Don’t .................... the trees that give you fruit. 

a) put out b) cut down c) die out d) take off 
24.The fire .................... our school completely. 

a) protected b) put out c) died out d) destroyed 
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